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CHICAGO – In the latest HollywoodChicago.com Hookup: Film [11] with our unique social giveaway technology, we have 25 pairs of movie
passes up for grabs to the advance screening of “Arthur Newman” starring Colin Firth and Emily Blunt!

“Arthur Newman,” which opens on April 26, 2013, also stars Anne Heche, Sterling Beaumon, Kristin Lehman, David Andrews, Nicole
LaLiberte, Peter Jurasik, Autumn Dial, Sharon Conley, Lucas Hedges, Anthony Reynolds, Steve Coulter, Michael Beasley and Phillip Troy
Linger from director Dante Ariola and Oscar-nominated writer Becky Johnston (“The Prince of Tides”).

To win your free “Arthur Newman” passes courtesy of HollywoodChicago.com, just get interactive with our unique Hookup technology
below. That’s it! This screening is on Wednesday, April 24, 2013 at 7 p.m. in downtown Chicago. The more social actions you complete,
the more points you score and the higher yours odds of winning!

Before entering, make sure you allow pop-ups.
If viewing this on your phone, click “Go to Full Site” at the bottom of the page to enter.
Deadline: Entries can continue being submitted through Tuesday, April 23, 2013
at 5 p.m. CST. These Hookup winners will be awarded via e-mail that night.
If necessary: To see your entry count on a repeat visit, submit your name and e-mail again.
If you have trouble submitting your entry below, please e-mail Adam Fendelman [16].

Here is the synopsis for “Arthur Newman”:

Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) is tired of his existence. Divorced, disconnected from his young son, dissatisfied with his love life,
depressed and in the doldrums of middle age, he decides to make a radical change by walking away from his old life. He buys a new
identity and hits the road as Arthur Newman to begin life anew. He’s bound for Terre Haute, Ind. where he dreams of becoming a golf
pro at a tiny country club.

But his road trip is derailed by the entrance of Michaela “Mike” Fitzgerald (Emily Blunt). Arthur discovers her passed out poolside at a
seedy roadside motel. Mike sees through Arthur’s identity scam and soon enough Arthur sees through hers. She’s a kleptomaniac
fleeing from domestic turmoil of her own. Soon romance blossoms on the road to Indiana as the unexpected couple infiltrates the lives
of random strangers as a way of better grasping the essence of their own waylaid lives.

Painful secrets unfold and new lives take shape. But is it possible to truly start all over again? A cross-country odyssey of
self-discovery and renewal, “Arthur Newman” is a gently comic screen romance about two unlikely souls who fall in love and find a
way to accept responsibility for who they really are.
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The movie poster for “Arthur Newman” starring Colin Firth and Emily Blunt.

Image credit: Cinedigm

The trailer for “Arthur Newman” can be watched now below.

This HollywoodChicago.com Hookup is simple! Just get interactive in our unique Hookup technology above. We will award 25 admit-two movie
tickets based on social entry numbers and/or randomly via e-mail for our “Arthur Newman” Hookup. Good luck!
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Disclaimer
Winners need to arrive early as seats are consumed on a first-come, first-served basis. Since showings are overbooked to ensure a full house,
winners are not guaranteed entrance and must arrive early. We recommend arriving 45 minutes before the showing’s scheduled start time.
HollywoodChicago.com LLC is a promotional partner with the studio and its partners and doesn’t assume any liability for this giveaway. Note:
Comments are closed in this Hookup.
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